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Choices Intermediate Workbook
New and improved edition of the challenging secondary course that prepares
students for school-leaving exams.
A multi-syllabus, briskly-moving course for teenagers.
No other description available.
Not all students are the same. Choose the learning pathway that best suits your class. Choices
gives teachers the flexibility to adjust the course to their teenage students' individual needs
Choices meets the challenge of motivating older teenagers who need to achieve academic and
educational goals in a modern world. Combining contemporary, cultural and educational topics
with a wide range of digital, online (MyEnglishLab) and print material, Choices gives teachers
the power to adapt to their classrooms, while the authentic BBC and Channel 4 video clips
keep interest levels high and boredom factors low - 12 thematic modules for Pre-Intermediate
and 10 thematic modules for Elementary and Upper Intermediate, each divided into sections: -
Topic Talk (opening page) - networks that provide guided choice by marrying functional
language with lexical items - Grammar Skills - Writing Workshop - Speaking Workshop *Text
Builder in units for process writing *Grammar Practice - Grammatical structures compared and
contrasted. Students trained in choosing forms that best express given meanings and
intentions *Language Review/Self Assessment every second module.Revision exercises
where students check their answers and use a feedback guide to choose what they need to
practise more *Listening with two levels of difficulty (slow speed and authentic speed) catering
for different levels of students. Also gives the option of listening to the more difficult version
after students have listened to the easier level *Culture Choice - 6 x lessons at back of
Students' Book every two units which include cultural input, literature, songs and projects * At
the back of the Students' Book: - Skills Builder - while doing listening, reading, writing and
communicative activities, learners are given support with strategies and language - Culture
Choice (optional lessons which present reading texts, poems and songs with projects related
to the students' own culture) - Language Choice booklet (further practice of vocabulary and
grammar with a reference section for each language point that is presented)
'Speakout' is a 6-level general English course for adults developed in association with the
BBC; bridging the gap between the classroom and the real world helping students express
themselves in English.
* Reduced pages from the Students' Book with answers to all the exercises * Teaching
notes * Teaching tips * Suggestions for extra exercises * Background information on the
contents of each spread * Students' Book tapescript * Workbook tapescript * Answer
key On the DVD Multi-ROM * Video * Tests (pdfs and Test Master) * Teacher
Development workshops * Photocopiable Resources
The insight workbook provides further practice of the language taught in the Student's
book plus an abundance of extra resources including Literature insight, Pronunciation
insight and Exam insight sections.
Choices gives teachers the flexibility to adjust the course to their students' individual
needs. What is it? Tasks that encourage students to take control over their knowledge
and skills development. Engages teenagers with favourite topics, such as video games
and parties, authentic BBC and Channel 4 clips, like the talented Jamie Oliver. Aimed
at 15-19 year olds
CHOICES RUSSIA INTERMEDIATE WORKBOOK & AUDIO CD PACK.Choices Pre-
Intermediate Workbook and Audio CD PackLongman
Meaning into Words is a course in general English, which takes students from
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intermediate level to the upper intermediate level.It is divided into two parts: an
Intermediate course and an Upper-Intermediate course. The two parts can either be
used as a single continous course, or separately as two independent courses.The
course systematically covers the functional, notional and grammatical areas that are
important to students at this level. In each unit, students are taught the relationship
between structures and meaning and learn how to use structures in a communicative
context.The Intermediate course contains 24 units, providing 100-130 classroom hours.
A guide to the answers is given in the Teacher's Book.The Upper-Intermediate course
contains 15 teaching units and a revision unit, providing 80-100 classroom hours.
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